SAP Labs Vietnam: Internship Program

The internship description and requirements

At SAP, we have set ourselves the challenging task of further developing the groundbreaking SAP in-memory computing technology over the next years. The latest technologies in the areas of main-memory, multi-core processing, and data management now allow effective in-memory computing, which analyzes business data in real time and combines transactional and analytic functions to significantly improve the performance of existing business processes.

The internship program provides opportunity to talented students who are at the last semester who are willing to work as a software engineer and want to learn about SAP HANA and contribute to SAP Labs Vietnam, a Research and Development Unit of SAP SE in Vietnam.

As an Intern, you will be trained and also take opportunities to participate into the ongoing development projects in SAP Labs Vietnam. Monthly allowance will also be offered to support the interns during the internship.

The internship period would vary depending on the University but the standard SAP Internship program is designed for 6-month long for learning and working at SAP Labs Vietnam office located in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. After the internship, successful interns will have a big advantage to be employed as official permanent SAP employees.

Required Skills (*):

- Candidate must be a student in last semester of University specializing in computer science, IT software engineering or related area
- Graduation Year: 2017
- Background in Software Engineering
- Passionate in programming
- Background in web application technology (HTML, JavaScript, css .etc.)
- Background in Database
- Good in English communication
- (*) Transcript is required together with CV.

Internship Details:

- Internship Duration: 6 – 12 months (Student must be available for Minimum 6 months to maximum 12 months for internship)
- Start Date: November, 2016
- Internship Location: Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
- Nationality: Vietnamese